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IlfTRODUC!IOI' 
Statement of the hobl. 
ObjectIve 
!he objective of this stud,. is to compare the number and types of 
speeoh deteotives in a rural area with those of an urban area in Utah. 
Cache Oeunty was chosen a8 the rural area and Logan City as the urban. 
The stud7 melude. all students 1n the third to sixth grade. in these 
two areas. 
Limitations 
Only those students :in the third ,. sixth grades inclusive were 
surveyed. because by the time 'bhe child reaches the third grade he has 
matured to the extent that his speeeh habits are well established., except 
in the case of mentally or organical1,. abno~l childra. (151" 48; 23t 34)1 
!h.erefor., an,. detect exhibited at this age would be real and not just a 
handicap of immaturity_ 
No attempt was made to diagnose the cause of the deteets. The 
purpose of the survey _s only to determine (1) the number of children 
who have speeoh deteets in each of the two areas, and (2) the general 
types of detects represented among these studeats. 
Definition!! ·speech aerectlv.a 
It 1s accepted for this study that 
1. Numbers iD parenthesis reter to bibliograph7 number and pagereterenoe. 
2 
Speeoh 1s detective when it deviates so tar from the speeoh 
of other people in the group that it oa11s attention to itself, 
interferes with communication. or causes its possessor to be 
maladjusted to his environment. (22: 51) 
Background ot the Problem 
History !!!!!!. haadieappecl 
h primitive times lite _. not valued as muoh as fitness. The 
welfare of the tribe was the important thing, so those who were bandi-
capped in some way. and 'therefore tm.fit to make their expected oeni;ri'bu-
tion to S ooietr. were 81mpl)" exter.uiina.ted. 
Weak and siokly ohildren who demanded speoial oare were k111ed 
or abandoned on the nearest hill top. Parents who were old or 
siokly were aroWAed or pushed over the nearest oliff. Primi tiTe 
society had no place tor the handicapped. (16~ 142) 
Some little progress in lplPathy was made 'betore the Eddl. Ages, 
for by that era handicapped persODs were allowed to li·ve-but only tor 
the amusement of thoseia power. fhe,. were aade tools ana. jesters to 
bolster the ego of' ~hose wi~h superior' physiques or abilities. T.he,r 
were granted. life. 'but were c1enied its benefits. 
Religious teachings, placing great worth OD the immortal soul. finally 
freed the handioapped. from perseoution to' a great extent. The growing' 
science of edueatioD. also helped to bring about a n_ attitude. Sinoe 
"Jihe thirteenth centurY', a great a.eal of progress has been made in extend-
ing assistance to the deat, blind. and crippled, but until recent yea.rs 
the defective in speeoh (numbering over six times as many as all of the 
atorenamed combined) (221 6) have been almost oompletely ignored. 
I 
Rister,. 2!.. speech correction 
Att_p1;s at special training ot school ohildren with speech. 
defects 1s said to have starled in Potsd8lll. German),. iD. 1886 ••• 
Denhardt gathered data on 6,206 stutters in Germany as early 
as 1890. Von SarDo seoured data trom 231.000 pupils in the 
cities and towns of Hungar7 in 1901. Westergaard made a stud)" 
of 34,000 Danish sohool ehildren in lSSS, and Lindberg made a 
study of 85.000 oity ohildren and 212,000 oountry ehildren in 
Demaark 1a 1900. Chervin endeavored to secure data eoncern1D.g 
the extent of stuttering, particularly among the adult popula-
tion and the seldiers in various nations. ROUBB _de a study 
in 1906 ot 14,235 Belgian children. (St 248-249, 256-25T) 
Such work was introduoed into the sohGols ot some of the large cities 
of the UDited States about 1910, and b7 1940 over eight,. school 878tems 
employed special teaoAers for those detective in speech. J:t; "hat time 
the following 01t1e8 of 100,000 population and over gave speoial attanti~n 
to the speeoh detective childl Los Angeles, Oakliuid.. aad. San Franoisoo, 
Oalifornia, Denver, Colorado, Washington. D.C.; Chioago, Ill1DoisJ ,New 
Ch-leana. Louisiana; Baltimore, lIa.!7'lad. Bestoa aad Fall River. )lassa-
ehlisettl, Devoit aud Grand Rapids, Michigan, lfbmeapo11s and St. Paul, 
Mhmesota, Omaha, Nebraska, Jersey Cit;y, J'ewark. aad Pa1rtiersoD. New Jersey, 
Butfalo, New York City, and Yonkers, lJew York, Cinoinnati, CleYeland, anel 
Columbus, OhioJ Philadelphia and Rea:ding.Penna,-l'V8.B1a; Providence, Rhode 
Island; Houston, Texas J Seattle and Spokane, WaShiagtoll' and Milwaukee. 
'Wisconsin. (St 26'1) Of course much progress has been made from. 1940 to 
the present t~e. 
Importanee !!..!!! probl •• 
Studies i. the field ot speech correction reveal the following import-
ant tactst 
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1. Work with a -trained oorrectionist is otten needed to restore 
normal speech evan atter a sucoesatal operation to overcome structural 
anomalies (sush as clett-palate) in the speech mechanism has been 
performed. (16: 146) 
2. The "berm ndeal muten need not exist in our language. Peeple 
are net mute--but have never been taught to speak. -- Through trained 
teachers they can learn that language is the tool of oommunication. 
(18t 146) 
3. It has been noted that in play a.ctivities and classes iB 
rhythmic drills ohildren with speech defects appeared to 
have less adequa.te large muscle co-ordinations than ohild-
renwhose speech was normal. (2. 187} 
4. Varying levels of intelligence are tound in various kinds 
of speech detects. Low intelligence is a symptom. rather. 
than a oause-. ot speech detects. (It 619) 
6. Personalit,. traits are more enlightening than intelligenoe 
in the study of s pesch dareeta. since they point to 
emotional difficulties as the source ot stuttering and 
kindred speech defects. Retardation tn sohool in the 
case ot speech defeotives 1s no~ caused by lack of intell-
igence but 18 an am.otional maladjustment. which may be 
remedied by an =ders1iandiug of the peraoulity ot th.e 
individual. (2t 187) 
6. " • •• 11; has been estimated that m.ore than ninety per cent of 
"-
all ehildren I a activities mvol ve speech. R (9 t 46) 
7. It has 'been estimated that ninety-six per cent of the speech 
handicapped children of school age go without any retraining, and "tar 
too many of these show a yearly increase both in the severity of the 
deteot and iR the abnor.malities of' personalltywhich are built around 
it. It (22: 6) 
8. "Under a capably administered program. of remedial work. trom 
-. 
eo to 85% ot the sohool children hand.ioapped b7 speeoh deviations can 
be restored. to the educational system a.s llormal speaking children. II 
(161 143) 
9. ahenty dollars per J'e&r per ohild will amply eover the excess 
cost of this type of eduoe.tion.v (16t 144) 
-
lO. Aocording to the Student Lit. ,tor April 22, 1948 (a U.S.A.C. 
student publication). Dr. liartin F. Palmer. president of the American 
Speech and Hearing Association. estimates that Ameriea's .oll.ges and 
universities JlLUst grad.uate at least 35,000 speech correO'tionins in 
the next fev years if the nation' a 4,000,000 vocall7 handicapped persolls 
are to r eoe! 'Va the training the)' badl7 need. 
!heae findings, and others, have brought to light the great P0881-
bil1ties tor humanita.r1aa serviae ilt this field. The aim of speech 
correction is not to teaoh the ohild 1;0 live w.t1;h his handicap or to 
substitute other activities for lost powers. but to return him to his 
educational program. and sooial lite as a normal ind1viiual. (16: 143) 
To aid 1D. bringing this about tor more handicapped individuals ... great 
many workers have been a:ttracted to this field. 
Other s'UrVers ~!!!. United Sta.tes 
fAe first step in setting up a speech eorreotioll program. is to 
determine the number and types of' detectives in the given area. The 
most complete survey on a national basis has been the White Bouse Con-
terenoe survey. (24) Questionnaires were issued to cities witb populations 
6 
of over 10.000. ad the incidenoe of speeoh detectives was shown to ranI. 
trom 1.0 to 21.4 per cent. with an average from the tota18 or 6 per eent. 
fable 1 g1 vea a briet 8'llJ1111UU7 of a few of the other _rveye that 
haTe baeD .. de in the Uaited 81;at88. 
T 
Table 1. SlJD1al7 of several speech detective surveys -made in the United 
States (It 604-605. l1t 55. 13: 164, 2St 52) 
1904 
1916 
1916 
1921 
1923-24 
1926 
1925 
1925 
1926 
1931 
InTestigator 
Conra.di 
Wallin 
Bluta 
B lu.t 011 
) 
Root l 
lUlIID.arised ( 
these ) 
) 
Roo1i 
Davis 
1940-41 iIills &: 
1942 
1942 
1946 
1946 
Streit_ 
-
Hawk 
-
BUlber 
Place Examined 
Albany. !I. Y. 87,440 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Kansas City, :Mo. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Milwaukee. Wise. 
Springfield, Masse 
St. Louis, Mo. 89,057 
ladison, Wiso. 4,862 
Univ. of Wise. 1,400 
Madison, Wise. 5,717 
Kenosha, Wise. 6,051 
Philadelphia, Pa. 10 schools 
Reading, Fa. 11,198 
South Dakota 14,072 
Akron, Ohio .-
Holyoke. Mass.-
Superior. Wisc. 1,986 
Douglas ct., Wi se. 1,168 
Fostoria, Ohio 1,200 
Claval_d, Ohio 6,000 
Percentage 
ot Deteoti ve. 
2.46% 
2.8% 
5.69% 
18.S% 
5.4% 
i% 
10-12% 
5.6% 
6.3% 
6% 
10.1% 
8 
Other surveys !! ~ 
It can readily be seen that many states are aocepting the respons-
ibilit,. of helping those who have speech handieaps. The state of Utah, 
however, which boasts of 11;$ high eduoational standards (25t 444-44'7). 
has hardly begun to awaken to this important need. 
According to information re~eived from the heads of the thr'ee speeoh 
oorrection elinios in l1tah (one at the Utah State Agriuoltural Oollege 
in Logan, one at the Universi1iy ot Vtah in Salt Lake City. an4 OAe at the 
Bricham You.ng University in PrOTO) the tollowmg is a summary of similar 
Utah studiest 
i'able 2. Summary ot Utah speeeh deteotive surveys (7. 12, 11, 20) 
Percentage 
Inveati- Humber of 
Year gator Plaee Grades Examined Detectives Method 
1 
1936 Clark Salt Lake City Kind. to 19,201 2.66% quest ion-
(SO schools) 6th naire 
1.95% Personal 
Interview 
1935 Snow Granite School Elementary, 8,195 2.8% Quest ion-
District Jr~ High. &: naire 8: 
(23 sehoels) Sr. High Referral 
1941 Jones Uintah Basia 3rd to 6th 2,860 18.1% Personal 
(16 aohool s) Interview 
&: PrOTO C1ty 
(5 schools) 
1946 Tolhurst Weber 00=t7 3rd to 6th 1.282 15.0'1% Perloul 
(9 schools) Interview 
&: Ogden 01 ty 
(5 8ch.ools) 
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Soope of Present Stud:y 
As it seemea that no survey of eonsiderable si'ze had ever been 
completed in the northern part of Utah, Cache County anel Logan 011;7 
were chosen as the area.s to be eevered by this study. 
Schools in the following t owns were included in the ceunty surveyt 
Benson, Clarkston, College Ward, Cornish, Hyde Park, BFa, Lewiston, 
lIendon, Millville, Newton" North Logan, Paradise, Providence, Richmond, 
Smithfield, Trenton, and Wellsville. 
The following elementary schools iD. Logan Oi V were 8UrVeyed: 
Adams, ElliS, 'Wh1ttier, Wilson, gd Woodruff. 
Competenoy ot the Investigator 
!he investigator' IS reliability as an examiner· _. established. through 
the following prO •• 8.~ 
1. The difterent types ot speeoh detects and way.' to identify the 
were studied in the classroom. !his training inoluded demonstrations ot 
the various detects by- the professor, atter which the investigator was 
called upon to identtr,y the detects 1n accordanoe with &tandards·set up 
~y leaders in the apeeen correction field. 
2. Several difterent methods ot oonduotiDgpersonal interviews were 
studied, particular emphasis being placed on .variousways ot eatablishing 
rapport with the person being interviewed. FQr example, the olinician 
might aSSlDle a friendly, informal. jovial attitude or eneourace the student 
to talk about himselt. 
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3. The investigator was instructed in several techniques to be 
used in identifying speech detecta. such as the followingt Have the 
student read sentenees loaded with the sounds which are most difficult 
to preduce) use piotures of familiar objects which elicit the production 
of these sounds. or use the objects themselves as the stimulus; engage 
him in oonversation on a subject in which he is interested, and then 
liste. oarefUlly-tor Bound distortions, at cetera. 
4. The investigator participated in several surveys made in the 
Box Elder County schools which were conducted tor, the purpose ot 
finding speech deteotives. Each speech defective fOUDd by the investi-
gator and the other clinioians was rechecked by Protessor Jones (head of 
the college speech clinio) ani one other observer. DltterEmces in find-
ings were discussed at the end of each day-
I. Atter several surveys ot the type mentioned aboTe. the investi-
gator and. the head ot the speech clinio made a special survey of two 
el_8I11iary sohoola. Sixty students. selected at random. were interviewed 
and tested by both the investigator and the clinic director. When their 
findings were compared. only tour slight dittereneea were found an.d the7 
were only :tn relation te the extent of oertain irregular1ties. 
Xethod of Scientific Researeh Used in This Stuay 
The normative-8UM'eY method was found to be the moat applioable to 
this investigation. Six types ot procedures are included Wlder this 
methoi. (1) survey-testing, (I) questionnaire, (3) documentary frequency, 
(4) interview, (5) observational, and (6) survey-appraisal procedures. (10) 
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.A. combination of the survey-testing and interview methods was usea 
in this stud,.. !hat is. the information desired was gained through 
personally interviewing and testing each pupil ineluded in the sample. 
The following steps (normally inoluded in soientific investigations)· 
were taken in the persual of this study: 
1. The problem was located and defined. 
2. A_survey was made et previous. investigations and the alread,. 
availabl, dat~"to get ideas about past an~ possible future solutions 
and methods ot investigation. 
3. As a result ot the above survey, the .ethod of investigation 
was dete~e~~ hypotheses were formulated as a guide in the colleetton 
of the data, ana replaced by new oues when the facta disproved them. 
4. The data was retested and then analyzed. olassilied. and 8tIlIIDl8.r-
ized. 
5. Generalizations. representing the observed uniformities. were 
tben formulated. 
• For a brief disoussion of various methods ot soientific investigation. 
see Appendb IV. 
METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
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umoDS OF PROCEDURE 
Preparation tor Survey 
Betore beginning the surv.,. or the chosen sohools. the 1nvesi;igator 
oontacted the superintend.ents ot the Cache County and Logan Oi ty school 
districts. They gladly gave him permission to make this study •. and seni; 
letters to each sohool principal under their jurisc1ietion asking them to 
oooperate to the fullest extent. 
Choice of method 
................. ----
file number ot children in need of speech training in a.a -area -7 
be found by reterenoe from pareats, principals, olassroom teachers, or 
others interested in the work (usuallY' obtained by distributing question-
naires); or by a speeeh survey- in whioh a trained c'linician personally 
interviews each student in that area. The latter me"thed _8 chqsen, 
but the classroom teachers were· also oonsul ted in regard. to their oDser-
vations, as they .8e 1;he students every day in many difterent 81 tua1iions, 
and are often better judges ot their total speeoh habits. A specialist. 
though trained to hear smaller variations from the nGrmal, usuall,. oan 
spare only a few minutes to each individual ehild in a survey and may 
not touch upon the particular SQund which is difficult for him, or this 
may be the child's good day and he may not stutter. (14t 58) For this 
reason, the survey and the referral methods were oombined. 
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Choice ot test 
-----
If a program· ot therapy were to be planned 1l'l this study, eaoh sound 
used in English would have had to be examined. But to obtain only a 
satisfactory evaluation ot general articulation achievement, it is nec-
essar,y to examine only ~hose sounds which are assooiated with significant 
progress in artioulation development. 
Vowels, for example, since they are general17 uttered oorreotly 
b7 the end of the second year and are USU8.117 used correctly 
in words a short time thereafter. contrihute Ii ttl. to the 
growth of articulation after this early age. A non-diagnostio 
test of artioulation made up only of tho.. sounds most highly 
related to artieulation development would be economioal or 
testing t~e whenever the use of a non-diagnostio measure 1s 
indicated. (19t 392) 
Therefore, the Bryngelson-Glaspey cards (3) were chosen as the test-
ing materials. In a survey- of methods oonducted by Vanetta. R. Suydam in 
the Middle West. 55% ot the 130 correetionisi;s :in Illinois; :Kansas. 
:( ... . .... 
mohiga.n. Milmesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, and Wiseonf1D LreS1'GliLdiDg 
• J: J. • 
..... 
to her questionnaire, used this test. (18 t 51-52) .....:" .... ~ ..... .. ,. 
.. . 
- ... 
These oards are designed to test the child' a artictrlatlott·qt those 
•.••• .... ~ . .J. 
- .... 
souneis mOlt trequent17 c1U'tioul t tor children. 'fhe 80UD4F t-ff,.ed are 
. . . 
.!,. • .!.. !!.. !.. 1. 1 • .!!!. • .!!: • .!, .1, !. and.! in all' three (initlai: medial, 
and final) posi1fionsJ Z, 1:, and!!. in the initial position, and -!l.1n 
the tinal position. 
There are 'three pictures on each card. each of whioh is desigmed te 
test one sound in a given position (see Appendix I). For example, card 
No. 3 contatns pictures representing a zipper, a pair ot seiasors, and 
a nose. As the child DBlIle. these three piotures, he produoes the!. sound 
in three positionst zipper (in1tial:)~; SCissors (m~dial), and nose (final). 
, 't~~ -. '. 
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Reoheck test 
----
A sentence test containing the same speech sounds as teste4 by the 
Br~elaol1-Gla8pey cards was oomposed by the investigator to be used in 
rechecking those students found 'to be detective in the first survey. 
(See AppendiX III.) 
Procedure 
At each school the writer obtained a list of probable detective. 
trom the classroom teacher 'and established rapport with the class as a 
1rhole by telling -chem it would be a picture test and assuring them that 
it would be tun. 
Each student in the alass -.s then interviewed in4i vid.uall,.. e1 ther 
in the principal t 8 office or in a pri vat. room, and given the articulatioD 
and voice test. In all but a few cases the student seemed very much at 
ease--therefore probably giving a natural pertor.manoe. 
Each ohild spontaneously named -the objects piotured on the ca.rds 
.s the examiner reoorded any deviation fraa acceptable speech oa the 
record. bluk (lee Appendix n). (41 26-27) ttAcoeptablespeeohft is under-
- - -
siiood te be that whioh i8 ttnaturally pleasing, rhythmical, and distinct,· 
" (4::- 6) and in which the articulation is accurate. 
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Recheck 
Those students found to be detective in speeoh were given a second 
examination about fifteen days later. As previously described, this was 
a sentence test. For children who couldn't read these sentences, the 
picture test was administered again. 
With but five minor exceptions, this second test oompletely 
confir.med the results of the first. 
Classifioation ot Data 
The detects and disorders round were classilied in a manner similar 
to that used by the California Bureau of Correction of Speech Detects 
aDd Disorders. (Sr 4-6) They 'Were grouped. into tive _jor classitica~ions: 
(1) stuttering. ('2) artioulation detects, (3) voiee detects. (4) indistinot 
speeoh, and (5) other types of detects. 
Stutteriy 
This first group is charaoterised by blockings or s pasm.s and bY' 
repetitions and prolongations of words. syllables, or mouth pastures, 
all of which produce interruptions and breaks h the rhythm ot & peeoh. 
Articula~ion defects 
The eontinued substitutioD. of ol1e sound tor another. or the oonstet 
omission or distortion ot a given sound. 1s evidence of an articulatory 
detect. The type of speeoh that 1& eommonly called "baby talk" is also 
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included ilt iihis group. COJlDIlOD errors in pronunoiation are frequent 
among small ohildren, so the7were not olassed as detects in articulation. 
It the child produced a given sound correctly in most words, but omitted 
the sound or substituted another sound in a tew words, it 88 assumed. 
that he was p:robably making a pronunciation en-or and he was !lot olassed 
as a detective. (41' 8) 
Voioe detects 
It the qualitr. pitoh, or volume ot the voice made it inadequate 
for easy, fluent, oral oommunication" the detect was classed as a voice 
disorder. These inolude the tollOYlingt nasal speech (which mayor mal" 
not be due to a clert palate), denasal speech (which sounds like the 
speeoh of a person with a head cold), aDd a voice that is harsh or husky. 
A voice may have so I1ttle pitch variation that it is monotonous, or it 
may be pitched in such aa UDnatural key that it cannot be heard or is 
ver-r unpleasant to hear. It the voice i8 not well modulated, it may be 
too soft or too loud tor moat speaking situations. 
Indistinot ,peech 
This elassltieation reters to sluggish or tense actlon-of the whole 
oral peripheral mechanism. rus might well be called "dead pan" speech. 
ot;h.er .!l2! detect 8 
!his tifth group is made up of those ohildren with hesitant or too 
rapid speech (other than stuttering), and other anomalous-types not 
listed in the above classitications. 
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Combination of detects 
Some students were found to have more than one type of detect. These 
eases were classified UDder the following subdivisienst (1) artioulation-
voice, (2) voioe-indistinct. and (3) articulation-indistinot speeoh. 
There are, therefore, eight classifications in all. 
PRESEHTAfrOB OF DATA 
-
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PRESEN1'A!IOD' OF DATA 
In the course of 'fihia study. the third to sixt;h grade pupils in 22 
elemenue.r,\ sehools were interviewed and examined. : or the total of 2.119 
pupils, 371 (17.3%) were found to have speeen detects serious enough to 
warrant remedial a.ssistan~e. fbis pereentage is 12.3% higher than the 
-. 
figure ot the 1930 White House Conference (24), 2.2!%higher tbaa the 
.-
number found in a similar study by !olhurst (20), and approximately 1% 
lower than Jones' figure (12). 
Of the total number examtaed, 1,102 Ware boys and 1,011 were girls. 
In the urban area, '187 pupils from flve schools were examtaed, 404 b078 
and S83 girls, l1l8.1dng a total of 21 more bo)"s than girls. One thousand 
three hundred and ninety-two pupils were examined in· the seventeen rural 
sohool8, 698 boys and 694 girla--tour more boys than girls. 
fable 3 shows the number interviewed and their distribution in the 
~ades ~ested. !here were 605 more pupils tested in the rural area than 
the urban. 
The greaten number of defec't-ives were tead in two groups: 
articulatery detectives, 152 cases, and those with voice detects, 104 
oasea. Compilatien of the cases found the others ranked ta the tolloy-
ing ordert articulation-voice, 49 J indistinct speeelt, 32 J voioe-indistinot· 
speech, 17 J stuttering, 11 J articulation-indistinct. speech, 8 J . and other 
types of detects, 4. 
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~, 
!able I. fotal aumber of 'boys and girl.·· in1iervi_ed in the rural ani 
urbaa areas aad their 41str1but1en in the grade. teneel 
ImRAL. trD.lll 
GJ.Al)lI BOJ1l Glrls loth B07· Girls Both· 
-
-. 
!Aird.' 173 141 114 96 78 1" 
F~ lS9 210 S7a 110 10'1 21'1 
Fifth 184 l~. 133 94 IS 181 
S1Dh 192 174 S66 ~~ 108 .2OT 
- -
~ 
- - -
fotal 8t8 8~ 1192 404 381 '1.'1 
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Rural and Urban Areas Compared 
Total number of detectives 
------ -----
Only a very slight difterenoe 'Was found in the total percentage of 
deteeti ves in the two areas. In the rural area. lG.95% were touad to 'be 
detective. and in the urb8.l1 area. 11.92%. 
Reliability 2! ~ ditterenoe. A ata1;lstieal ana.178is or- the abOTe 
percentages showed that thedlfterenoe -is not significant, at ei1iher the 
1% or 5% level J therefore. the Null BJ'l)othesis 1s aocepted. 
Boys !!! girla 
Figure 1 illustrates the total peroentage difterence between boys 
and girls in the two areas. The rural area had 20.20% boys 1I'h.o were 
detective, while the urban area had 22.28%. Thirteen and slxtl'-nine 
hundredths per eent or the girls in the rural area were classed as defect-
ives, against 13.31% of the girls in the urban area.· 
ReliabiliVy!!~ differaaee. A statistical anal18is of the 
percentage differenoe between boys in the urban and rural areas also 
indicated that there _sno signifioant difterence. "The same held true 
tor the comparison ot girls in the two areas. 
io 
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FIGURE 1. PERCEHUGE OF TOTAL mnmER OF BOYS ABD GIRLS EUMINED IN 
THE URBAN AND RURAL .AREAS HAVING AllY'VfEI..L-DEFINED SPEECH 
DEFEC! 
-------- ------------------~------------------..., 
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Grades 
Table 4 shows the total number and percentage of detectives by 
gra.des and sex in the urban and rural areas. Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 
show percentage eomparisons 'by grade for each area. The rural area had 
a slightly higher percentage of detectives in the third. fifth, and 
sixth grades. while the percentage of detectives in the fourth grade 
was found to 'be higher in the urban area. 
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Table 4. fo~al number and peroentage of boys and girls examined in the 
urban a.nd rural areas having any well-def'iaed speech defect 
RURAL URBAN 
No. No. 
GRADE Exam- Detect- Per- Exam- Defect- Per-
ined ive oenta~e ined ive centafSe 
Third 
Boys 173 38 21.96 96 26 26.04 
Girls 141 23 16.31 78 T 8.97 
Both 314 61 19.43 174: 32 18.39 
Fourth 
Boys ·:169 28 16.5'1 110 28 25.45 
Girls 210 20 9.62 107 12 11.21 
Both 379 48 12.66 217 40 18.43 
Fifth 
Boys 164 35 21.34 94 19 20.21 
Girls 169 20 11.83 95 12 12.63 
Both 333 65 16.52 189 31 10.40 
Sixth 
Boys 192 40 20.83 104 18 17.31 
Girls 174 32 18.39 103 20 19.42 
Both 366 72 19.40 ·207 38 18.36 
-
Total 
Boys 698 141 20.20 404 90 22.28 
Girls 694 95 13.69 383 51 13.31 
Both 1392 236 16.95 787 141 17.92 
. 
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FIGURE 2. PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN THE mIRD GRADES OF THE 
RURAL AND URBAN AREAS HA.VlNG A WELL-DEFibD SPEECH DEFECT 
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FIGURE 3. PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GmlS IN THE FOlJRTH GRADES OF THE 
RURAL AND URBAN AREAS I:tA.VIliG A WELL-DEFINED SPEECH DEFECT 
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FIGURE 4. PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GmLS m THE FIFTH GRADES OF THE 
RURAL AND URBAN AREAS HAVING A 'WELL-DEFINED SPEECH .DEFECT 
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FIGURE 5. PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS m THE SIXTH GRADES OF THE 
RURAL Al1D URBAI' AREAS B'AVIWG A WELL-DEFINED SPEECH, DEFECT 
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Detects 
Figure 6 presents a graphic pioture ot percentage co.mparisons of 
the urban and rural areas by detect. 
Stuttering. Eleven stutterers were found in the survey. Five were 
in the l'Ural sehools and six in the urban. Of the total number ot pupils 
examined ill the rural district, .36% were found t;o be stutterers. The 
percentage ot stutterers in the urban area 'WaS • 7~. 
According to L. E. Travis (21: 97), whose information was gained 
from. the results of several surveys, 1% of the population stutters. 
Though the urban area of this study closely approaches the ~bove per-
centage, the rural d.istriot is considerably below 1t. 
Aooording to Smiley Blanten'a report (lr 604), .12,% 01' the pupils 
.... .. --
he examined were stutterers. In the urban district here ... 76% stuttered, 
-
and in the rural distriot, .16%. as mentioned, 80 these figure. do not 
differ as greatly from. Blanton'. results as they do from. fravis'. But 
they do difter greatly enough to indicate that the tncidenoe of Btutter-
1ng might be less in these two areas thaD in other parts of the nation. 
Table 6 illustrates the peroentage distribution of stutterers by 
grade. sex, and area. 
Stuttering 
Art ioulat ion 
Voice 
Detects 
Indistinot 
Speech 
Other 
Types 
Articulation-
Voioe 
Voice-
Indistinot 
Art iculat ion-
Indistinct 
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Ii 
lJ 4.25% 
R_------
u .. __ --.......... . 38.30% 
u 
............... _26.21% 
.................. 27.59% 
R __ _ 
u __ 
R .85% 
u 
....... 12.71% 
13.47% 
R." 
R 
--
3.55% 
FIGURE 6. PERCENnGE DISTRI-
BUTION OF DEFECTIVES BY 
CLASSIFICATION AND AREA. 
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i'able 5. Number and percenta.ge of beys and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having a stuttering detect 
RURAL URBA~r 
No. No. 
GRADE Exam- Detect- Per- Exam- Detect- Per-
ined ive oentage ined ive centage 
Third 
Boys 173 0 0 96 1 1.04 
Girls 141 0 0 78 2 2.56 
Both 314 0 0 174 3 1.72 
Fourth 
Boys IS9 0 0 110 2 1.82 
Girls 210 0 0 107 0 0 
Both 379 0 e 217 2 0.92 
Fitth 
Boys 164 I 1.8S 94 0 0 
Girls 189 0 0 95 0 0 
Both 333 3 O~90 189 0 0 
Sixth 
Boys 192 2 1.04 104 1 0.96 
Girls 174 0 0 103 0 0 
Both 36e 2 0.65 207 1 O.4S 
-
Total 
Boys 698 5 0.72 404 4 0.99 
Girls 694 0 0 383 2 0.52 
Both 1392 5 0.36 781 6 0.76 
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Artioulation defects. The greatest number of detectives' (152 of 377) 
were groupea. in this oategory. It has been fOUlld 'by BryngelsoD and 
GlaspeJ' (3: 8) aDd many other authorities in the field, that by far the 
largest pereentage of s peeeh defect s are' those whioh are artioulato17 in 
nature. The results of this survey definitely confirm the above oon-
elusion. 
fable 6 shows the relationship between. the two areas of pupils 
having artioulatory detects. 
Voiee detects. Of the total number examined, 104 were found to have 
voice defects, or 27.5~. Sixv,,-two ot these pupils were found in the 
rural area and 42 in the urban. One rea.son ter this difference might be 
that the parents in the rural area. not havi:m.g easy aocess to medical 
clinics" sometimes pestpone having -their children 1 s enlarged tonsils and. 
\ 
adenoids reoved. Upon. consulting one of the oounty nurses. 1;he inveBti-
ga.tor touad that the pereentage of children in need ef tonsil and adenoid 
operations is considerably greater in the rural area. Van Riper ausgeste 
that enlarged adenoids or tonsils mal' have a definite effect on the 
qualitY' of the voie.. (22:: 68) 
Table 7 indicates the number and percentage ot studemta having 
voioe defects. 
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Table 6. Humber and percentage of b018 and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having an articulatien detect 
RURAL URBAN 
No. No. 
GRADE Exam- Detect- Per- Exam- Detect- Per-
ined iva oentage ined ive ,centage 
-
Third 
Boys 173 16 9.25 96 14 14.68 
Girls 141 IS 9.22 78 1 1.28 
Both 314 29 9.23 174' 15 8.62 
Fourth 
Boys 169 11 6.61 ~lO 9 8.18 
Girls 210 12 5.71 107 9 8.41 
Both 379 23 6.0T 217 18 8.29 
Fifth 
Boys 164 9 5.49 94 6 6.38 
Girls 169 "I 4.14 95 4 4.21 
Both 333 16 4.80 189 10 5.29 
Sixth 
Boys 192 16 7.81 104 '2 1.52 
Girls 174 15 8.62 103 9 8."14 
Both 366 30 8.20 201 11 5.31 
--..... 
- -
Total 
Boys 698 51 '1.31 404 31 7.67 
Girls 694 47 6.77 383 23 6.00 
Both lS92 98 7.04 781 54 6.86 
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Table 1. )lumber and peroentage of boys and girls in. the rura.1 and urban, 
areas ha~ng a Toice detec~ 
RURAL URBAN 
No. No, 
GRADE Exam- Deteot- Per- Exam- Deteet- Per-
ined iva oentage ined ive oentage 
third 
Boys 173 5 2.89 96 4 4.17 
Girls 141 2 1.42 78 2 2.56 
Both 314 ., 2.23 174 6 3.46 
Fourth 
Boys 169 10 6.92 110 ., 6.36 
Girls 210 2 0.95 107 1 0.9S 
Both 379 12 3.1'7 217 8 3.69 
Fif~h 
Boys 164 12 7.32 94 ., .,.4& 
Girls 169 8 4.7S 95 6 6.31 
Both 333 20 6.01 189 13 6.88 
Sixth 
Boys 192 12 6.25 104 ., 6.73 
Girls 174 11 6.32 103 8 7.71 
Both 366 23 6.28 207 16 '1 .• 25 
- -
Total 
Boys 698 89 5.69 404 26 6.19 
Girls 694 23 3.31 383 17 4.44 
Both 1392 62 4.45 78' 42 6.84 
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hdistinot speeoh. On- and sixty-ii ve hundredths per oeu{; ,ot the 
rural ohildren examined were olassitied as indistinet speakers, and 
1.14% of the urban boys .ame under this grouping. Table 8 demonstrates 
the relationship between the two areas as to number of indistinot lpe akers. 
the grades they were in, and how many boys there were in comparison with 
girls. 
Other types !!. deteots. 0nl7 two students in each area were tOUDi 
to ha.ve detects that oould be classed in this diTision. fbi. amounts 
to .0'1% of the total number examined in the rural area. and .25% in the 
urban. All four of these stud.ents were hesitant in their speech. but 
not to the point where it was telt that they could be classed as stutterers. 
fable 9 shows the distribution ot these oases. 
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Table 8. Number and percentage of boys and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having indistinct speech 
RURAL URBAN 
No. No. 
GRADE Exam- Detect- Per- Exam- Defect- Per- . 
, ined iva cent age ined ive oentstie 
-
-
Thirq 
j 
Boys 173 6 3.4"1 96 0 () 
Girls 141 :5 2.13 78 1 1.28 
Both 314 9 2.87 174 1 0.6'1 
Fourth 
Boys 169 2 1.18 110 2 1.82 
Girls 210 2 0.95 107 0 0 
Both 379 4: 1.05 217 2 0.92 
Fifth 
Boys 164 6 3.05 94 2 2.13 
Girls 169 2 1.18 95 1 1.95 
Both 333 7 2.10 189 S 1.59 
~lxth 
, , 
B·oys· 192 2 1~04 104 2 1.92 
Girls 114 1 0.57 103 1 0.9'1 
Both 366 :5 0.82 207 3 1.45 
-
-
--.--
Total 
Boys' 698 16 2.15 404 6 1.48 
Girl. 8~~ 8 1.15 383 3 0.'18 
, ' 
;Both ~'9,~ 23 1.65 78' 9 1.14 
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Table 9. Number and peroentage of beys and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having ~other types of detects 
. RURAL URBAN 
No. No. 
GRADE Exam- Defect- Per- Exam- Def'ect- Per-
ined ive centage ined ive oentage 
-
-
Third 
Boys 173 0 0 96 1 1.04 
Girls 141 1 0.71 78 0 0 
Both 314 1 0.32 174 1 0.57 
Fourth 
Boys 169 0 0 110 1 0.91 
Girls 210 0 0 107 0 G 
Both 379 0 0 217 1 0.46 
Firth 
Boys 164 0 0 94 0 0 
Girls 169 0 0 95 0 0 
Both 333 0 a 189 0 0 
Sixth 
Boys 192 1 0.52 104 0 0 
Girls 174 0 0 103 0 0 
Both 366 1 0.27 207 0 0 
- -
-
Total 
Boys 698 1 0.14 404 2 0.4:9 
Girls 694 1 0.14 Sa! 0 0 
Both 1392 2 0.07 18' 2 0.25 
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Articulation-voioe detecta. Fort1-niae of the 317 deteotives are 
.grouped under this head.ing. a8 th.ey had both an &Miculatory and a voioe 
disorder. !h1rtJ oases were tound in the rural area. 2.15% of those 
,examined. and 19 cases in the urban district. 2.41% of the pupils 
examined in that district. For the complete breakdown of these cases 
b,. area. grade, and sex, see Table 10. 
Voice-~distinct speech detects. Those found to have tndistinct 
or ndead pana speeoh. as well as a voioe detect. totaled 1T. !birteen 
were found in the ruralareaJ .93% of those ,xamined, and 4 were tound 
in. the urban distriGt--.Sl% ot the total exa.miDed there. The number ana. 
peroentage ot these eases by area, grade, and sex is ShOWl in fable 11. 
Artioulation-indistinct speech detects. !able 12 shows the number 
and peroentag. or pupils who exhibited indistinct speech as well a8 an 
artioulatory disorder. The peroentages were .Zl%-ter the rural (three 
detectives) and .6~ tor the urban (rive defeetivea). fhe breakdown 
b7 areas, gradea, and lex tor these oases is shcnm on the table. 
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Ta.ble 10. lumber and peroentage ot boys and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having artioulation-voice defects 
RURAL URBAN 
No •. No. 
GRADE Exam- Defect- Per- Exam- Detect- Per-
ined ive oentage ined ive oentage 
Third 
Boys 173 9 6.20 96 S 3.12 
Girls 141 S 2.13 78 0 0 
Both 314 12 3.82 174 3 1.72 
Fourth 
Boys 169 S 1.TT 110 , 6.36 
Girls 210 3 1.43 107 '2 1.8'1 
Both 379 6 0.79 217 9 4.18 
Fifth 
Boys 164 2 1.22 94 2 2.13 
Girls 169 3 1."" 95 1 1.06 
Both 333 5 1.50 189 3 1.59 
Sixth 
B~ys 192 3 1.56 104 2 1.92 
Girls 174 4 2.30 103 2 1.94 
Both 366' , 1.91 207 4 1.93 
---- --
T'otal 
Boys 698 17 2.43 404 14 3.46 
Girls' 694 13 1.81 383 5 1.30 
. 
Both 1392 30 2.15 78'1 19 2.41 
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Table 11. Number and percentage of boys and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having voice-indistinct speech detects 
RURAL URBAN 
Bo. No. 
GRADE Exam- Detect- Per- Exam- Der~ct- Per-
ined ive centage ined ive oentage 
--
Third 
Boys 173 1 0.S8 96 0 0 
Girls 141 1 0.'11 78 1 1.28 
Both 314 2 0.64 174 1 0.5'1 
Fourth 
Boys 169 2 1.18 110 0 0 
Girls 210 1 0.48 107 0 0 
Both 379 3 0.19 217 0 0 
Fifth 
Boys 164 3 1.8$ 94 2 2.13 
Girls 169 0 0 95 0 0 
Both 333 3 0.90 189 2 1.06 
Sixth 
Boys 192 6 2.60 104 1 0.96 
Girls 174 0 0 103 0 0 
Both 366 5 1.37 a01 1 0.48 
-
.~ ..-. 
Total 
Boys 698 11 1.67 404 :5 0.'14 
Girls 694: 2 0.29 383 1 0.26 
Both 1$92 13 0.93 787 4 0.51 
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Table 12. llumber and percentage of b07s and girls in the rural and urban 
areas having articulation-indistinct speeoh detects 
RURAL URBAN 
No. No. 
GRADE Exam- Defeot- Per- Exam .. Defect- Per-
i ined iva cent age ined iva cent age 
- -
Third 
Boys 173 1 0.58 96 2 2.08 
Girls 141 0 0 78 0 0 
Both 314 1 0.S2 174: 2 1.15 
Fourth 
Boys 169 0 0 110 0 0 
Girls 210 0 0 107 0 0 
Both 379 0 0 217 0 0 
Fifth 
Boys 164 1 0.61 94 0 0 
Girls 169 0 0 95 0 0 
Both 333 1 0.30 189 0 0 
Six1ih 
Boys 19·2 0 0 104 S 2.88 
Girls 174 1 0.57 103 0 0 
Both 366 1 0.27 207 S 1.45 
-
~
-
Total 
Boys 698 2 0.29 ,"04 5 1.45 
Girls 694 1 0.14 S8! 0 0 
Both 1392 S 0.21 781 5 0.64 
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Distribution of Ca.e. 
!otal oases 
Table 1S tel ve. a _.plete picture of the JWDib~ aad' pereentace 
distribution by detec~ of the total number of defective. ia both areas. 
Grade. 
Tables 14. 15,. 16. aDd 1T give this intormation tor eaoh grade. 
----------~------- ~- -~ --- -- - -- ------- ---- ---~ 
-- -------- - ----- -~ ------~.--
!abl. 11. lItllliber and ~roentage distribution of total oases in eaoh area by lex e.nd deteot 
No. of ' Stutter- ' Articule.- ' Voice 'Indistinct 
I other 'Artic.- Voice- Artic.-
Defect- ing tion f Defect~ Speech Types 
'Voice 'Indistinct t Indist inet 
ives ' No. % t No. % ' No. ~ , No. % t No. % 'No. % ' No. % ' No. ~ 
-
1 -
Fays \ 
Rural 141 5 3.55' 61 36.17' 39 21.66' 15 10.64' 1 0.71'1'1 
12.06' 11 '7.80' 2 1.42 
Urban 90 4 4.44' 81 34.44' 2& 2'1.'18' 6 6.61' 2 2.22'14 
16.56' 3 3.15' 5 6.55 
, , 1 
Both 231 9 3.90 t 82 36.50' 64 27.70' 21 9.09' 3 -1.S0'31 
11.42' 14 6.0S' '1 3.03 
t t • 
, t 
= 
Girls t 
Rural 96 0 0 ' 4'1 49.4-' t 23 24.21 ' 8 8.42' 1 1.0S'13 13.6S' 2 
2.10' 1 1.05 
Urban 51 2 1.92 ' 2$ 45.10' 17 33.SS' 3 5.88' 0 0 
. ! S 9.80' 1 1.98' 0 0 
, t 1 
, 
Both 146 2 1.3T' 70 47.94' 40 27.40 I 11 7.63 ' 1 0.68'18 
12.31' 3 2.06' 1 0.68 
.f 
, , 
, , , 
!oys 
Rural 
Urban 
Both 
Girls 
Rural 
Urban 
Both 
Total 
Rural 
Urban 
Both 
-~~- ~----- - --~--- -~------------ -- ----~~- ---- -- ._- ~- - ----- -~ -'-- ----~------------- -- - --'~----- ---~- ----- ----- ----- -
Table 14. 
No. of 
Defect-
ives 
38 
25 
63 
23 
'7 
30 
61 
32 
98 
Number and percentage distribution of oases in the third grades of each area by sex and detect 
I Stutter- ' Articula- , Voice 'Indistinct ' 
ing tion ' Detects Speech 
, 
' No. 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
2 
o 
s 
~ , No. 
0 ' 16 
4.00' 14 
1.69' 30 
0 • 13 
28.57' 1 
6.67' 14 
o t 29 
9.3T' 15 
% t No. .~ , No. 
42.10' 
56.00' 
47.62' 
, 
66.52' 
14.28' 
46.67' 
, 
47.54' 
46.S8 • 
S 13.16' 
4 16.00' 
9 14.28' . 
2 8.19' 
2 28.57' 
4: 13.33' 
7 11.4'7 1 
S 18.75' 
S 
0 
6 
S 
1 
4 
9 
1 
% 
15.79' 
0 
9.52' , 
13.04' 
14.28' 
13.13' 
• 
14.75' 
3.12' 
other 'Artic.- Voice- Artie.-
Types 'Voice 
~. % 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
'No. 
-• 
0 , 9 
4.00' 3 
1.59'12 
t 
4.S5 t S 
0 ' 0 
S.SS' 3 
1.64'12 
3.12' 3 
'Indistinct • Indist mGt 
" 
' No. 
,. 
23.68' 
12.00' 
19.0S\} 
f 
13.04' 
0 
10.00' , 
19.61' 
9.3'1' 
1· 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
% ' No. 
2.63' 
0 
1.59' , 
't 
4.35' 
14.28' , 
6.67' 
, 
8.28' 
3.12' 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
% 
2.63 
8.00 
4.76 
0 
0 
0 
1.22' 44 47.31' 1S 13.98' 10 10.75' 2 2.15'15 3.22' S 3.22 
~ 
C>1 
Table 15. Number and percentage distribution of cases in the fourth grades ot each area by sex and defeot 
No. of II Stutter- 1 Articula- • Voice 'Indistinct I Other 'Artic.- Voice- Artic.-. 
! i Defect- ing tion f Defects Speech TyPes 'Voice 
II Indistinct 'Indistinet 
ives • No. % ' No. % t No. ~ , No. t! 1 No. % 'No. % ' No .. % • No. % 
- -
, 
t 
!oys 
Rural 28 • 0 0 ' 11 39.28 • 10 35.'11 t 2 7.14 ' 0 10 1 3 10.71 t 2 7.14 • 0 0 
Urban 28 2 7.14 • 9 32.14 ' '1 25.00 ' 2 7.14 ' 1 3.6'1 ' '1 25.00 ' 0 0 
• 0 0 
, 
• 
, , 
Both sa 2 3.67 ' 20 36.72 • 17 30.35 ' 4 7.14
9 1 1.78'10 
I 2 3 57' 0 17.86 0 
, , I , I t 
. , 
Girls , . 'i 
Rural 20 I 0 0 ' 12 60.00 ' 2 10.00 I 2 10.00 t 0 0 3 15.00 ' 1 5.00 ' 0 0 
Urban 12 , 0 0 9 75 1100 • 1 8.33 ' 0 0 
, 
0 0 2 • 0 
, 
0 16.6'1 0 0 
9 t t 
Both 32 • 0 0 ' 21 65 G 62 v 3 9.37 • 2 6$25 ' 0 0 5 15.62 v 1 3.12 t 0 0 , 1 , , 
Total 
, 
Rural 48 • 0 0 ' 23 47.92 ' 12 25.00 • 4: 8.31 ' 0 0 8 12.50 ' 3 6.25 ' 0 0 
Urban 40 • 2 5.00 • 18 46.00 • 8 20.00 • 2 6.00 ' 1 2.50 ' 9 22.60 ' 0 0 
11 0 0 
• I • 
1 I 
Both 88 , 2 2027 t 41 46.59 ' 20 22.73\' 6 6.82 I 1 1.14 ' 16 1'1.04 I S 3.41 Il 0 0 
!able 16. Number and percentage distribution of oaS8S in the fifth grades of eaoh area by sex and detect 
No. of ' Stutter- ' Articule.- ' Voice 'Indistinct ' other 'Artie .... Voice-
Artie.-
Defect- ing tion ' Defects Speech Types 'Voice 'Indistinct ' Indi1!it inet 
ives ' No. ~ , No. % • No. ~ , No. l! t No. % 'No. % • No. 
.01 , No. % 
-
- -
!! 
-, , 
!oys ·1 
r-
t 
Rural 35 S 8.5'7' 9 25.71' 12 34.28' 5 14.28' 0 0 1 2 6.71' S 8.51' 1 
2.86 
Urban 19 0 0 6 31.58' 'T 36.84' 2 10.5S' 0 0 t 2 10.52' 2 10.53' 0 
0 
• 
t 
Both 54 3 6.55' 15 27.18' 19 35.18' '1 12.96' 0 0 ' 4 7.41' S 9.26' 1 1.86 I , , 1 , ~ en 
. t 'J 
.. 
Girls 
Rural 20 0 0 T 35.00' 8 40.00' 2 10.00' 0 0 ' S 16.00' 0 0 0 
0 
Urban 12 0 0 4 3S.S3' 6 60.00' 1 8.3S' 0 0 ' 1 8.33' 0 0 0 0 , , , , 
Both 32 0 ·0 ' 11 34.3'1' 14 43.75' 3 9.37' 0 0 4 12.50' 0 0 0 0 f , , t 
, 
Total 1 
Rural 65 3 5.45' 16 29.09' 20 36.36' T 12.13' 0 0 t 5 9.09' 3 6.45' 1 1.82 
Urban 31 t 0 0 ' 10 32.26' 13 41.93' 3 9.68' 0 0 ' 3 9.68' 2 6.45' 0 0 
• 
, 
Both 86 3 3.49' 26 30.23' 33 38.37' 10 11.63' 0 0 8 9.30' 5 5.81' 1 1.16 
---.................... ---------------------------------
Table 1T. Number and percentage distribution or cases in the sixth grades of each area by sex and defect 
No. of ' Stutter- ' Articula- , Voiee 'Indistinct I other 'Artic.- Voice- Artie.-
Detect- t ing tion t Defects Sneech • Types 'Voice 'Indistinct ' Indist inet 
ives .~. ~ t No. % ' No. 
" 
• No. % ~. % 'No. 
" 
1 No. t! t No. ~ 
, 
-
t 
t 
Foys , 
Rural 40 2 5.00' 15 3'1.50' 12 30.00' 2 5.00' 1 2.50' 3 '1.50' 5 12.50' 0 0 
Urban 18 1 6.15' 2 11.11.' T 38.89' 2 11.11' 0 0 • 2 11.1,1' 1 5.55' I 16.67 I , 
Both 58 3 s.r,' 11 29.31' 19 32.'16' 4: 6.90' 1 1.'12' 6 8.62' a 10.34' 3 5.11 ... , t t • I , ell 
Girls t 
Rural 52 0 0 ' 15 46.88' 11 34.31' 1 3.13' 0 0 ' 4: 12.50' 0 0 1 3.12 
Urban 20 0 0 9 45.00' a 40.00' 1 6.00' 0 0 ' 2 10.00' 0 0 0 0 , , 
Both 52 0 0 ' 24 46.15' 19 36.54' 2 3.8S' 0 0 6 11.64' 0 0 1 1.92 
- , • 
t 
• 
, 
Total , 
t 
Rural 72 2 2.78' 30 41.67' 23 31.94' 3 4.17' 1 1.S9' T 9.12' 5 6.94' 1 1.S9 
Urban 38 1 2.6S' 11 28.95' 16 39.47' 3 7.89' 0 0 • 4 10.6S' 1 2.6S' S 7.89 
t t 
, , , 
Both 110 3 2.7S' 41 1'1.27· 38 34.541 6 5.46' 1 0.91'11 10.OOr 6 5.45' 4 3.63 
47 
Sohools 
-
Tables 18 and 19 have 'been compiled to show the number and percentage 
of detectives by schools in both the rural and urban areas. It will be 
seen that the percentages range from 10% to 28.26% in the rural schools. 
and trom 13.76.% to 22.8~ in the urban schools. It is interesting to 
n0iie that tive of the seven highest percentages of detectives are found 
in towns whioh are mOoat isolatedl Cornish. Mendon. Newton, Trenton, and 
Clarks ten. Possible reasons fer this greater number of detectives in 
these towns may be (1) laek of social opportunities, (2) poor speech 
standards in the home. and (3) parent' s neglect. in having their children t s 
diseased or ealarged tonsils and adenoids removed. 
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Table 18. Number and percentage or students in each of the rural sohools 
haviDg a deteet-
:mJIBn NUMBER 
SCHOOL EXIJIDlED DEFECTIVE PERCENTAGE 
BensoD 40 7 
, 
17.50 
Clarkston 45 10 22.22 
College Ward 48 7 16.28 
Cornish 16 S 20.00 
Hyde Park 17 8 21.62 
B~ 141 17 12.06 
Lewiston 158 24 16.19 
lIendoD 43 9 20.93 
lIillville 66 9 11.64 
Newton 46 13 28.26 
North Logan 49 11 22.45 
Para.dise 69 11 15.94 
ProTidence 132 20 15.16 
Riohmond 100 10 10.00 
Smithfield 235 41 17.45 
Trenton 41 11 26.83 
Wellsville 132 26 18.94 
-
TOTAL 1192 236 16.95 
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Table 19. .umber au4 percentage of stud;ents in each of the urban 
schools having a detect 
IroIBER ItlDElt 
SCHOOL ElW4IDD DEFECTIVE PERCEHUGE 
Ada.m.8 116 38 22.89 
Ellis 121 21 17.36 
Whittier 109 16 13.'16 
Wilson 130 21 17.69 
Woodruff 261 44 16.8e 
- -
fatAL '781 141 1'7.92 
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OompariSOl1 111 th Ot;l1er Swelle. 
I 
!able 2e shows the relatioDship betwe_ the present study- and two 
similar studi •• _de 1n Utah 'By JOlles ad. !olhurst. (12. 20) Thi. 
table give. "lih. breakdown of area and grade. 
It will be netecl that in all three studies the total peroentage 
ditter_cee be1rrl ... urban .... drural are- Vert- a11gh1i. 'fbi 8 tends to 
indicate that the personal in1:;erv1_ method used in these three studies 
is a tair17 consisteut measure. 
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fable 20. Comparisoa by grade and area of the number and percentage of 
dereott Vea round in the studies o~ E. LeRoi Jones and Gilbert 
Tolhurst and the present study 
R11.R.lL t1.RBAN 
No. No. 
ham- Defect- Per- Exam- Deteot- Per .. 
ined ive centage ined ive oentage 
- -
Third 
Jones 42-1- 82 19.02 316 39 12.34-
Tolhurst 146 ·20 13.'10 16T 31 18.66 
Present 
study 314 61 19.43 1'4 32 18.·39 
Fourth 
Jone. 389 8'1 23.17 S08 50 16.23 
Tolhurst 126 14 11.11 156 23 14.84 
Pre seD'S 
study 379 48 12.66 217 4:0 18.43 
Fifth 
Jones 402 92 22-.88 296 33 11.18 
Tolhura1; 169 28 16.57 150 25 16.S1 
Present 
study ISS 55 16.52 189 31 16.40 
Sixth 
Jones 412 77 18.68 296 39 13.17 
Tolhurst 158 11 10.76 211 35 16.59 
Present 
. study 366 '12 19.40 20T 38 18.36 
-
TO!AL 
Jones 1625 338 20.80 1215 161 13.25 
'lolhurst 699 '19 1S.19 683 114 16.69 
Present 
study 1392 236 16.95 187 141 17.92 
Drs c 0:.1 S 1 0 1'. 
a01JCLUsIOB. 
aac1 
111J1XARY 
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DISCUSSION 
Seventeell and 1;hree-tenths per cent of the children surveyed in both 
areas were tound to be detective in speeoh. This great aD incidenoe of 
speech irregularities permits the recommendation that a speech oorrection 
program. 1. nece.aary in these two areas. 
The number of speech defectives found in the areas covered by this 
survey suggests a similar condition in other parts of the nate. Other 
aurveys might be conducted to support this oonolusion, and to further 
demonstrate the need for remedial speech training. 
Suggestions tor SurveJOra 
. It is telt that the following Jninimnm stepa are necessary in con-
ducting this type of surveyt 
1. Through personal interviews, the cooperation and support or 
8uperintendents. principals. and teaohers involved should be gained. 
2. A non-diagnostic artioulation test that can be used tor readers 
end non-readers alike should be chosen. It is felt that a pioture teat 
is the moat suitable. 
S. Rapport with the students should be established. by assuring 
them that the test will be 8&s,.. and fun to take. 
4. A friendly. informal a.ttitude toward the persOD. being tested 
should 'be maintaiD.ed 80 that he will give a reliable performance •. Any 
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tears ~e might have should be allayed by the investigator being jo~a1. 
good natured. and easy to get along with. 
5. Sufficient training in identityiDg speech defeots should be 
gained to beoome a reliable examiner. (See page 9 for suggestions on 
how thi. training might be acquired.) 
Suggea1;ed Studies 
.a. rew ot the types ot studies that might grow out of this survey-
aret (1) comparison of the family baokground of the speech detectives 
found with that ot 'he normal speaker. (2) comparison ot the educational 
level of the families ot these deteotives with the eduoational level of' 
families ot normal speakers. (8) the environmental background of just 
the stutterers found in this 8urvey might be studied, in an attempt to 
determine whether or not it has had any eftect 011 their oondition, 
et oetera. 
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COICLUSIOWS 
1. The percenta.ge ot speech defeotives in both the rural and 
urban area of Utah oovered by this study is greater P7 12.3% than the 
'White House Conterenoe estimate of 5% tor the nation (24). but it is 
likelJ that this dlfterenoe is due to the taot that the present survey 
was oonduoted by the personal interview method. while the White House 
Oonference surveyors simply mailed q'aestionnaires to selected 01t188 in 
the 48 states. 
2. This study did not reveal a s 19nificant ditterence between the 
number of detect! ves 111 the urban and the rural areas surveyed. 
S. The peroentage ·ot· stutterers in the urban district (.76%) was 
not signifioantly greater than the percentage found in the rural 
district (.36%). but since the sample in this category was so small 
(five stutterers in the rural district. and six in the urban) it would 
be unwise to apply this conclusion to urban and rural distriots gener-
ally. 
4. There is no significant differenoe between the pereenilage· ot 
pupils baving artioulatory detects in the rural and urban areas covered 
5. There is likewise DO sicnitloant differeaoe between the ~umber 
of children with voioe defects in the rural and urban areas surveyed. 
5& 
Objective 
1. The objeotive at this study 'WaS to find the number end types 
ot speech defectives in an. urban and a rural area in Utah, and make a 
comparison between the two areas. Cache County and Logan City were 
chosen as the areas to be surveyed. The survey was completed April 25, 
1948. 
Procedure 
1. Eaoh of the third to sixth grade pupils in the 22 sohools 
surveyed (2.179 pupils in all) was interviewed personally and given a 
non-diagnostio articulation test, the widely used Bryngelson and Glaspey 
Speech Improvement '.Cards. nese cards test the sounds moat frequently 
diffioult tor ehildreri to produc •• 
2. Those f01lD.d to be detective in speeoh bY' this first test were 
given a seoond examination about tUteen days later. This was a sentenoe 
test containing the same speech sounds as the names of objects pictured 
on the Bryngelson-Glaspey cards. For children who could not read. the 
pioture teat was administered again. With but five minor exceptions. 
this seoQQd test contir.med the results of the first in eaoh case. 
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z. !he deteots tound were olassified into the folloWing categories: 
(1) stuttering, (2) articulation detects, (3) voice deteets, (4) iadistinct 
speech, (5) other types of detects, and the oombination oategories of 
(1) art1cu1atioD~voice detects, (2) vo1ce-indi&tinet speech defects, and 
(3) articulation-indistinot speech detects. 
Findings 
1. or the 2,1'19 pupils examined, 3'17 (17.3%) were found to have 
speech detecta serious enough to warrant ramedial assistance. 
2. Of the 1,392 pupils interviewed in the rural iistriot, 2S6 
(16.95%) were found to be deteotive ill speech. I:a the urban area, 78Y 
pupils were examined, and 141 (17.92%) were olassitied as speech . 
detectives. 
3. fhe greatest num'ber of deteotives were tOUD.Q in the artioulation 
and voioe eategories. Out of the 377 detectives, 152, or 40.32%. had 
artieu1atory detects, and 104. or 21.59%. had voice deteets. The others 
ranked in the toll ewing orderr articulation-voice, 49. (13.0%), 
intistinct speech. S2. (8.49%,), Toice-indistiD.ot speech. 1'. (4.51%), 
stutte~lng. 11, (2.9~)J articulation-indistinct speech, 8. (2.12%), 
aad other types of detects, 4. (l.Os.%). 
4. A statistical analysis showed that the percentage of speeoh 
detects found in the urban area was not significantly dlfferent from 
that of the rural area. 
S. I"ikerise. no significant d.itterence was found between urban and 
rural areas in the percentage ot boys ha.n.ng a speech detect. The same 
held true for the girls. 
APPBBDIX 
a114 
L r f E. It .l ! tr It E C 1.. f -= D 
• 
i7 
.A.PPDDlX I 
Following are pho~ographa .t the Bryagelson-Glaspey Speech 
Improvement Cards that were used aa the " •• tiBg aterial tor 'fihi. 
survey. Permission to phe1;egraph 1;h_ tor this paper has been ciTen 
by the publisher. Soe1;1;. For ...... and O~pan,.. Chieago. Ill1aois. 
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SPEECH RF:CO"?D ~.f,:u .. lU\ 
l~A:·.~ .. 0 •• D.O. 0.0 •••• 0" o ••••••••••••• ~. ,SF.X, ....... ltACE ••••••• ~ •••• flGE ••••• GRADE ....... . 
SCHOOL •••••••• • : ... 0 •••••••••• TEP.Cm~R·.,. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• •• DATE • ., ••••• 0.0 0 •• II 0' II., 
Ee sure to rea~ directions before giving test. RET~ST DATE •••••••• o ••• ~.o 
KEY: ~,~~'rk sub.etitutions vrith sound substituted; omissions (-); indistinct (ind~) 
---.-------":"--------,.--------------,~--~..--. •.. 
CI-rr:CK ~·'.·O:qDS 3 
1. Sun, b i C~ c 1:.~, _b_u_S ___ _ 
13. 
APPERDIX. II 
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APPDDIX III 
'Artioulation Test 
. 1. !,1m.ple !i1non rode his biE!cle past the bu!. 
2. A Sfe.p hill SLows you dawn. 
- -
,s. I 11ke to Sq.ae.Ze girlS. 
- - -
4. My so iSSors won t t cat. 
---- -
5. This 1s a !ippy day' 
6. If' you ~ it is ea.!,Y, it will be. 
'1. I brush m.y teeTH with tootH powdeR. 
- --
8. When the weamer is nioe the biRds smG. 
- - -
9. Red and Yellow Flowers grew by the Rouse. 
- - - -
10. The Blaok Cat roan up the !Ree. 
- - -
11. When I beat my DRum the baby CRies. 
- -
12. Look at 'the funnY' taBLe. 
- -
13. Play ~se to the house beeause dbme! is near,!:1 ready. 
14. My brother !.8.ck was a. s0!!1er. 
15. !bat Blue pitCHer has GranGE ~CR in it. 
- - --
16. Wat£! out, there's a taok on that E!&irl 
17. Just· like SHooting fiSH in a barrel. 
- -
18. A Cow gives miLK. 
- -
19.. Mother has a new 1I8.SHing maCHine. 
- -
20. Those ohiCKens are Good for eating. 
- -
21. !he draGon is a biG monsteR. 
- - -
22. !he old telePHoaea look Fuan7. 
- -
23. ShoVel some ooa1 into the stoVe. 
- ... 
24. February 14th is Valentine' s Day. 
- -
16.' !hie 1m!!. 1s Dot sharp eJlQU.!!. 
(lOt81: fhe eoP)" given to the studeats to read aid not have the 
80unds ''tio 'be "eeted d:1tterent1ated 1n an,. wa7-) 
I 
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APPENDIX IV 
SCIENTIFIC lllETHODS 
!here are many way. of arriving at a truth or conclusion, som.e 
logical and some not so logical. !brae 'Widely used methods are the 
method ot tenacit.,. the method of au.thority, and the m.ethod of intuition. 
Prevalent Unscientific Methods (a) 
Methoi !!!! tenacitl 
Habit or inertia make. it easier to continue to believe a proposi-
tion because it has always been believed. Doubt is avoided by closing 
the mind to all contradictory' evidenoe. This method is generall)" usecl 
in regard to the famUy • country. race, and religion. The belief is 
repeated as an act ot lo,alty and the questioning attitude ot another 
person is considered ignorant. disloyal. and UllW'orthy ot attention.. The 
pressure ot other's opinions cannot always be 80 disregarded, however. 
and S80n it must be admitted that not all who hold contrar7 opinions 
are tools. When the moldenee of other views is felt, the method of 
tenacity is incapable of deciding 't)nween conflicting opinions. Since 
lack of unitormity in beliers is a powerful S ouroe of doubt concern-
ing them, some other method than that ot tenacity :is required to aohi.ve 
stable views. 
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Method !! authority 
Appeal to authority 1s then s01:Uetimes used to It steady the ship· 
of beliet. Instead 'of doggedly holding to one's beliet, appeal is 
made to some highl,. respeoted source to sub st ant 1 tate the views held. 
Wo matter how expert and compe1;ent 'the authority. however, his judgement 
1s only relaiiivel,. final. !he right is reserved to others (also 
competent to judge) or to oneself (finding the t~e to aequire campe-
tence) to m.odify the present findings ot the expert. !his method must 
then be supplemented, it not replaoed. by some other method it doubt 
and unoertainty is to be resolved. 
Method of intuition 
...... _------
Au appeal to "self-evident· propositions-those which are so 
-
obviously "true" that b understanding of their meaning will oarry with 
it an indubitable conviotion of their truth--1s a method 'Whioh very 
fn m.en in the history or philosophy and scienee have been able to resist 
at all times. !he lure of intuitive1)" revealed truths 1. great. but- the 
fact that absolute oertainty ia felt. or that a given proposition has not 
previousl,. been questioned, is no guarantee against 1ts being proved 
false. Our intuitions must be tested. 
'the Methoci of Soientific or Reflect! ... e Inquu,r 
Hone of the methods discussed so far are free tram human caprice 
and willtu1lness. and as a consequence they are uncertain in the range 
of th.eir application 8.1ld acouraoy. If clarity and acoure.c7. order and 
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consistency. is d.sire'. SaRe method of fixing beliets whose efficacy 
in resolving problems is independent of hUJD8Jl desires or wills must be 
tound. Such a method. taking advantage of' the objective connections 
in the world as it 1s known. should 'be found reasonable not because of 
its appeal to the idle81Bcrasies of e. selected few iadivi4uala. but 
beeause it oan be tested repeatedly and by all m_. 
!his method is knova as the soientitic method. It differs trem 
others in that it provides a method tor correcting its 01111'1 errors--
encouraging and developing utmost possible doubt. What is left after 
such doubt is always s~pported by the best possible evidence. ItIts 
method.. then. makes seienoe progressive because it is never teo certain 
about its results." (8) 
Skepticism alone is not etteotive. but alternative propositions 
:must be figured Gut. In this process formal logic 1s an aid in devising 
ways of formulating propositions explicitel,. and acourately so that 
their alternat'ivea become elear. 'When altenative h7,Potheaes are 
arrived at. logic develops their conclusions so that when these con-
clusioDS are oompared with observable phenomena.. a meus of tening 
which hypothesis is to be eliminated and which is most in harmony with 
the facts of observation is available. (a) 
The scientific m.ethod of researoh 1s an 1aduetlve-deduotive mode 
of th:1nking. through which one seeks t9 diseover. establish. and explain 
the uniformities ot nature by appealing to experience. Induction meves 
forward from the particular to the general. The mind begins with taots 
and _ves in the direction of some interpretative prinCiple, hypothesis. 
or eXplanatory oonoept. Deduotion is a 'baokward. movement from the general 
to the partioular. It aims at the verification and preof of hypothesis 
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by bringing their logioal ~plioatiODs into line with the facts or the 
ca.se. Thus scientific th.inld.ng starts 'With facts and oontinually 
returns to facts to test and verity its h7POtheals. (10) 
Distinguishing characteristics 
Science is based en tacts. The greatest disoovery ever made in 
------
human thinking was 1illat the way to determine whether a thing is present 
is to look and see. (Examine the faets.) 
---
Analysis. !his is aceaaplished by resolving the groe. total sit-
uations into elements in order that 'the investigator mal' give each part 
his separa.te and undivided attention. The facts are 'not analyzed as a 
whole. but each detall of a complex situation is' brought within the focus 
of attention, thus producing a more complete ed acourate picture. 
HxpotheSist On the basis of the facts analyzed. hypotheses are 
formulated. These hypotheses give P01nt to the search, _king it an 
intelligent one, directing 1t to'ftrd likely sources ot truth. A. 
hypothesis. or several of them~ -7 be formulated when only part of the 
taota are in. and as more tacts are added these hypotheses may be 
replaced by new oaes. If the facii'8 disprove a hypothesis. a new one 
must replace it. 
Freedom from emotional bias. One must be alert. flexible. and 
---- -
open-mindedJ continually on the _tch tor new ideas. and al_ys ready 
to iiseard. or modify old ideas in the light of n.ew evid.ence. Personal 
likes and dislikes must Rever color the facts. !he investigation must 
.be objeotive and impersonal. 
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Objective measurement. Objective measurement measures, weighs, aDd 
tests the facts in a detached. impersonal. unprejudiced manner. Measure-
ment must not be influenced by personal bias. 
~ quantitative m8th.d. Instead of relying on ordinary language, 
which can so easily be misleading, the scientist employes the Dew and 
more exact language of mathematics to make the analysis, classification, 
and summarization of data mere reliable. Taking one aspect of the 
problElDl at a time, he assembles the pertinent data into meaningful 
oategories and summarizes the facts into mathematical values. suoh as, 
means, m.edians, modes, probable errors. quartile deviations, standard 
deviations, and coeffioients of correlation, which are less ambigious 
than the terms of' erdinary language. The oaretul measurement of phenomena 
and the mathematioal treatment of the data thus colleoted are indlspenslble 
features of the soientific method. 
!2!!:. general steps 
!here are tour general .t..ps ill the scientific m.ethod of investiga.-
tionc 
1. A preliminary observation of the tacts. 
2. !he formulation of a hypothesis. 
S. The mald.mg of deductions or the drawing of conclusions from. 
the hypothesis. 
4. The testing of the oonclusions (and the hypotheSis) by a eemparl-
SOl1 of them with the results of a car"stul analysis of the phenomena under 
consideration. Appeal back to observation and tacts. 
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~ detailed s~ep8 
More detailed steps in the process of s cientitio investigation 
include ~he followiBg. 
1. Looation and detiDi~ion of a probl~ 
2. Sv.rvey ot paat experiences with the problem. previous investi-
gations of a similar nature. their methods of procedure. 
3. Formulation of a hypothesis to be employed as a guide in the 
collection ot your data 1lhich may lead to an aeeeptea solution ot the 
problem or t. the formulation of new hypotheses that may be employed 
in the collection of more data. 
4. Checking of the hypothesis ter agreement with the tacts. 
verifiability. and logical consistency--en~iDg in beliet that .olutieD 
is oorrect or in formulation ot new hypothesis to guide in collection 
ot new data. 
5. Collection ot additional data (it neeessary) through a new 
appeal to experienoe by means of m.easurement. observation, and experi-
mentation. (Which means that available data may be incomplete, or 
reco:rded in ambiguous terms which may be subject to misinterpretation 
making necessary the oollection of new data.) 
s. Analysis. classification. aad SlD.IID8.rizatlon of the data 
collected. 
7. !he formulation ot new generalisations, representing the 
observed unitormities, explanatory prinoiples, or scientific law. (This 
last step usually follows only upon the projection and systematic test-
ing of many hypotheses. A single investigation is seldom sufficient.) 
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Various Methods ot Soientifio Research 
Methods ot scientific research include the historical, normative-
survey. experimental, and ether m.ethods e8-peoially adapted to studying 
oomplex causal relationships, such as the causal comparative method, 
correlatiOD ~hod, 088e stud7 method, and genetic method. 
Historical method 
Three major processes are involved in tbe historical method: 
1. The eolleetioD of data, with consideration ot documents and 
relios. or primar,y and seoondary sources, or bibliographical procedure, 
aDd of organization ot materials. 
2. Criticism of data collected, inoluding the processes or exter.nal 
(or lewer) criticism. 
3. The presenta.tion ot the tacts in readable form, involving the 
problem of organization, composition, exposition, and interpretatiaa. 
The historian has rarely witnessed the original event, but tram. 
documents and remains he attempts to reoonstruot ~he past. 
It is obviousl,. impossible tor the historian to take advantage of 
experimentation siDee he cannot eonjure up the figures of the past 
and. cause them to r eproduoe the famous soenes of history. 
In historical research the evidenoe and experience ot the past 1s 
8Xamtaed as an aid in analyzing and interpreting the present situation. 
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Normative-survey method 
This method may utilize a number of tools and procedures, such 
as questionnaires, tests, check-lists, rating scales, scere 
cards, interviews, etc. For this type ot investigation. several 
speoialized prooedures have been developede tor making oomparisons 
(between periods in history. nations, regions, states, counties, 
oities, districts, schools, grades, departments, subjeots, school 
enterprises, eto.), tor revealing status or central tendenoies, 
for making prediot.ions of future performances, and sometimes 
for determining causes ot present conditions. These prooedures, 
tor the most part aor.mat1ve is oharacter, may be classified 
as established phases ot the mormative-survey technique ••• rest-
ing surveys properly belong in this oategory. (10: 226) 
This m.ethod was the one ohosen tor this study. For more speeitio 
detail:l see pages 10.11. 
Expertmental method 
Experimental researoh uses the prooess ot controlled observation 
and measurem.ent. !he logical prinCiple of "difference- 1s emplo7ed in 
this researoh. since with all factors save one controlled and equated 
tor subjeots or groups, difterences appearing a8 a result of the opera-
tion of the single variable are noted. 
Causal comparative method 
This method seeks to establish oausal relationships by oomparing 
the c irc'tllltStances assoeiated with observed etfects and by noting the 
faotors present in those instances in which a given eftect oocurs or 
does not oocur. It seldom goes as tar as the correlation method which 
associates a given amount of change in the contributing factors with a. 
gi ven am.ount of change in the consequenoes. however large or small the 
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I 
etfect. !he m.ethod always starts with observed effect s and seeks to 
discover the antecedents of these effects. the causal-camparative 
method jitters from historical researoh in that It deals with ourrent 
situa.tions. 
Correlation method 
This method enables one to attaok problems tor whioh only experimental 
procedures have heretofore been available. and to deal with these problems 
in terms of many ~iables at once ra~her than in terms of' a single 
variable at a time. The correlation method otfers certain theoretioal 
advantages over the experimental technique in addition t. t he practical 
adTantages.t in. that it reflects the s1multaneous variation ot a single 
faotor 'When all the others are held constant (inoperative). This means 
that reality can be more nearly approximated in onets data. There is 
considerable ground for saying that the correlation method means to 
, 
social soienee what the laboratorymetqod does to physical soience. 
~-studlmethod 
Usually, in.' the case study method, the history ot individuals 1s 
studied in order to locate possible causes tor their present reaotions 
to their environment. However, though the case stud7 usually applies 
to individuals. it may be applied to a fami17. a neighborhood, a commun-
1ty. an institution, a nation, a race of people, or an epoch ia history. 
Desirable oharaeteristics ot a satisfactory case studyaret oomplete-· 
ness of data, continuity, confidential recording, and scientific synthesis 
(which is as much prognostio as diagnostio). 
'14 
Genetic method 
The genetic method is a.pplied prinoipally to long time investiga-
tions of biological phenomena where the purpose is primarily that ot 
studying the ohange. growth, and development in these phenom.ena. The 
case-study method tends to be limited to the study or the atypical 
inti vidual or sltuatioB, while the genetic method is more generally 
concerned with the study of normel lite processes. Both methods are 
used to analyze cause-and-etfeot relationships, although in some instanoes 
the genetic method may be devoted primarily to developmental norms. 
(lOt 221-227) 
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